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About This Game

Chef allows you to personally don a kitchen apron and embark on an exciting career in the wild world of professional cooking.
Starting with nothing but pocket change, a small restaurant, and an ambitious dream, you’ll ascend from the life of a humble

cook to that of a world-famous chef.

Nothing will prevent you from deciding how to climb to the top of the food chain. Prepare yourself for a true sandbox
experience in which all your management choices matter as you build your gastronomic empire. What will it be? A steakhouse?

A vegan paradise? A pasta palace? An experimental cooking lab? Only you can figure out which path is best for your
establishment.

FEATURES LIST

Create your own avatar and level them up across 6 different skill trees with more than 100 abilities to choose from.

Full restaurant management: Create the restaurant’s location and layout, hire the staff, design the menu, and determine
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the restaurant’s policies.

Customize every aspect of your restaurants: Choose from over 150 different variations for floors and walls, and over
200 appliances and decorations that can be individually placed and colored.

Experiment with a realistic recipe editor: Use the skills and ingredients at your disposal to create one-of-a-kind dishes
that are accurately rated by taste and aroma.

Choose your own cooking style: Specialize in meat or seafood, go vegetarian or vegan, or offer a vast selection of spicy
or exotic dishes. The choice is yours and the world will react to it accordingly.

Hundreds of events and minor storylines will weave an emergent narrative around your choices and actions.

Extended modding support: Getting tired of the game after playing it for two hundred hours? Thanks to Chef’s mod
support, you will never run out of fresh content to enjoy!
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Title: Chef: A Restaurant Tycoon Game
Genre: Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Inner Void
Publisher:
Digital Tribe
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+ (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+ @ 3.2GHz

Memory: 3000 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 630, AMD Radeon HD6570, or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 6500 MB available space

English
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Very basic game. Replace broken pipes and keep your toilet empty. Graphics are good performance is ok expect below water.
Painting is a bit useless in current state. My 5yr old son loves this.

Could do with some different levels of difficulty as my 5yr gets smashed too quick on the only level setting.

Where is the corn, how can you have a poo game without corn?. good and free. HOLY CRAP!!

Guys I had this game on CD for windows XP and lemme tell you I spent MONTHS playing this game, there is so much to do,
the missions are incredible and it portrays a pretty solid historical setting as well. It still challenges me even after 15 years, I was
sad when i lost the disc but when i saw this on steam i had to pick it up and it's aged very well, i even hear there is a high res
mod out as well.

If you love city building games, this is probably the perfect sandbox to play in. Can't wait to play more! The isometric view is
nostalgic to say the least, but this will keep you coming back maybe not the next day but you'll get a sudden urge to play
Pharaoah & Cleopatra, best 8 dollars i spent in a long LONG time.. Gotta go fast: The Game. I got it for free :D

*update*

I got this dlc free from pre-ordering the game... stop asking me.. This game did irreversible damage
to my self esteem.

10/10. Upgraded Crossbow:
Max damage: 5280
Elements: stun, impact, toxic
Pros:
- Long distance, straight trajectory \u2192 better accuracy
- Don\u2019t have to hold fire button to reach max power \u2192 The mouse can be handle easier vs bow
- Can shot while running, can shot in the middle of dodge.
- Crosshair will be enlarged while walking, but accuracy is still the same.
Cons:
- Slower than Ranger Bow (around ~10% vs full drawing Ranger Bow, based on my testing)
- Accuracy will be reduced a lot if shot in the middle of dodge or while running. (Hold down aiming button or wait a little bit to
counter it).
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Ranger Bow:
Max damage: 5500 (2x kings upgrades)
Elements: fire, electric, explosion
Pros:
- Variable shooting speed, even full drawing shot is still faster than upgraded crossbow (~10%)
- Crosshair (tiny dot) doesn\u2019t change while moving\/dodging.
Cons:
- Medium range (still much better than bow)
- Hold fire button to reach max power \u2192 handle is harder vs crossbow
- Can't power shot while running.
- Can only shot at the end of dodge.

Conclusion:
Not game-breaking. I still prefer Upgraded crossbow. This DLC makes bow useful again, but not very necessary, unless you
really love bow.. A perfectly fun way to spend a hour. More if you want the alternate endings. I really enoy this game, it doesn't
take it self to seriously.. -Quick Review-
Lords of the Realm II is a Medieval Turn based strategy game, and real-time strategy for the army battle phases. Lords of the
Realm II was developed by Impressions Games, and published by Sierra Entertainment (Just saying those names takes me back)
and released in 1996.

-Detailed breakdown review-
"The year is 1268 A.D. The King is dead... ...There will be dark days ahead."
Lords of the Realm II is set in the lands of England and Wales, every petty warlord is scrambling to take the throne for their
own purposes, you must conquer the usurpers and force them to recognize your superiority in battle, economics, and leadership.

Gameplay: There are two key characteristics to Lords of the Realm II: World/Map View, and Combat View. In World View,
you govern your people, keep them happy, feed them, plant crops, allocate food and supplies between cities/states/provinces,
direct where your peasants should work to maximize efficiency... really, just about everything takes place in the map view, and
most of the strategy takes place here too.
As with most strategy games, there's a lot of details to cover, and in a review there isn't really that much time, the basic gist is:
Get as many people as possible, make or buy weapons, build an army, "conquer thy neighbors".
The combat view is where you can implement rather creative tactics. If you're fighting on an open plane, you can try to
formulate a strong defense using your natural surrounding, or just charge in and smash against the enemy line.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=624363664

Achievements: Can I have an achievement that says "I played this game as a little kid, and wasn't completely terrible at it"? As
far as older video games goes, this game isn't nearly as brutal as a game like X-COM: UFO Defense, however it's just as much
fun to play.
Without the nostalgia factor I don't know how much someone else might enjoy playing this game. But when I saw it was
available on Steam, I tried to ignore it for a while, but ended up purchasing it within a week. (As did my brothers, I might add.)
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=624473659

Price: Lords of the Realm II, was definitely the best of the series. Lords II hours is priced at $2.99, I snagged the game, and
then proceeded to played for 5 hours, 2 where I completely forgot I was supposed to be working on my next YouTube Video
Review, and 3 hours spent streaming it on twitch boring my audience with my nostalgia gushing.
There is a "Lords of the Realm Complete" bundle for $12.99, I always wanted to know what the other games were like, so that's
the bundle I purchased. Stay tuned to hear my reviews for those games as well! (But it seems the general consensus seems to be:
Lords II was the best.)

Conclusion: If you cut me right now, I would bleed sound clips of "WE'LL BE SHOT TO PIECES", "ARCHERS HO!", "FOR
HONOR AND GLORY". My apologies if this review has too many inside jokes and references, but this game... this game...
LETS GET DIGGING! (4 out of 5 peasants agree, Lords of the realm II is the best. The other one was shot by a crossbow
man.). Fast image viewing. Good batch processes & renaming. Far superior to XnView and the like. If only they had more
recent versions on Steam.
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For how recent it is, i've really loved this game. Hopefully later on there will be customisables other than the ski mask that aren't
DLC, but I'm fine with the 3 base shadows and the ski mask for now. Definetely addictive and fun. Firstly, the developer is Idea
Factory
Secondly, it's a turn-based RPG
Thirdly, it has cute girls and waifus with disney names
Finally, it has good optimization and game mechanics
From the FACTS above, it can be concluded that we need the sequel to be localized to english and ported to PC
IMMEDIATELY. This game delivers on so many fronts that it is a crime to not have it in your library. From aesthetically
charming to amusingly challenging, this game is a refreshing tackle at the rogue-like genre that will not disappoint. Perhaps it’s
the nostalgic feel that pulls you in. Maybe the clever writing intrigues you. But those coupled with the seemingly endless variety,
intuitive design, and enthralling tactical combat that properly rewards you for your strategy, will have you coming back time and
time again. So get attached to your character, feel the anxiety of a tough battle, cry as you watch them die, roll up your sleeves
and dive back in! This is Haque and it is one HECK of an adventure!. NOT FOR THE BLENDER ABSOLUTE BEGINNER.
There will be no explanation about interface, keyboard basic shortcuts or camming around for the Blender Beginners in the Base
Mesh lesson, but then, in the very next lesson where things start to be more hairy everything is detailed so that no one gets lost.
AN AMAZING AMOUNT OF KNOWLEDGE ahead for any Intermediate and Expert Blender User!

There are three Asset Files, one with the starting artwork, one with custom brushes and a final with the Old AND the New
Creature, YOU WILL HAVE ACCESS TO THOSE FILES WITH STEAM if you open your web browser and paste the
following link, to activate the said files and download them in your steam SOFTWARE library: 
https:\/\/steamdb.info\/app\/385430\/. Awesome addictive local competitive multiplayer game. Plenty of depth - we find that the
VR player usually wins, but with patience and strategy the PC player can pull off some awesome victories. Thoroughly
recommended.. over all the game is fun but a sloppy port for pc

for example the key mapping is done in a config window outside of game which is not that big a deal if you understand guilty
gear terms but for the begginer things like dust and roman cancels are unknown setting up the keys for optimal gamplay will
take a few tries, i would recomend a controller or fight stick for this game.

also yet again guilty gear adds too many new mechanics too fast with out much explanation about them, such as the turn button,
which turns you to face the other direction, annoying when surrounded by opponents as i frequintly have no idea which way to
block

fun arcade mode but i recomend playing co op

feels like guilty gear and smash all mashed to gether more of a party game than a fighter really

also inclulded in the game a a decent side scroller and sprite editor, which is nice

id recomend this game for playing with your buddies. Absolutely one of my favorite software that's keeping my desktop looking
clean and everything sorted.
I used to be incredibly messy with a desktop filled with icons, but now I just put it all in a folder and hide it. lol!. Its not worth
loosing a perk for a pistol, but this could easily be solved by having a different weapon slot for the pistol. I'd hold off buying this
DLC until the developers add a pistol weapons slot.. fox grills dont mind if i do ;). The game is like a 2d mount and blade.

It offers a decent amount of fun and button mashing. So if you want a game that is not stressful and offer a 10+ (New game+
included) hours of fun? I think at this price, you won't find better.

Patch 12 - v0.5.3.8 Changelog:
New day, new patch for Chef!

Changelog

Experimental: new End Day/Economics Panel has been added, correctly simulating an entire week. Since it radically
affects the game, let us know -what you think about it!
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Balanced costs for Waiters.

Balanced maintenance costs for Tools.

Balanced Restaurant rents.

Added a limit to the maximum price of recipes.

Restaurant's name now saves properly.

Fixed seats counter.

Fixed a bug preventing the Recipe Editor to show the various slots after selecting a new template.

. Patch 08 - v0.5.3.4 Changelog:
We just released a new patch for Chef, bringing some new features we've been asked and several fixes!

Changelog

Fixed several bugs related to save and load issues.

Added Autosave feature: the game now saves at the beginning of the day and right after the lunch service is over.

Fixed a bug related to rotation of already placed items.

Custom recipes can now be deleted permanently from the Menu Panel.

Fixed missing icons for Roasted Veggies.

Added Margarine to create vegan desserts

Savegames are not sorted by the most recent ones.

Fixed an issue with customers leaving the place because unable to be served. It won't appear with future savegames.

. Where’s my next big update, signore?:
Buongiorno, cuochi!

A quick update for those who are wondering what we were working on last month, a surprisingly low profile January for our
bombastic and loud standards.

Our initial idea was to work on the next big, fat update, but then we noticed this on our store page:
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We obviously reacted like professional, adult and responsible people. Apart from a couple of panic attacks and a desperate,
naked escape through the historic center of Rome.

Browsing the most recent reviews, we realized that we had given a low priority to some glaring issues that actually needed to be
fixed as soon as possible (i.e. tutorial consistency and UI usability), simply because Chef's veterans are true Catholic Saints with
an infinite reserve of patience. Some of the new players were not as ready for such a turbulent start and they rightly complained.
We could have done better and we’re sorry for that.

January has therefore gone from "wow, let's start working on these fantastic new features" to "OMMIODDIO WHAT IS THIS?
OUR TUTORIAL SUCKS LET'S PURGE IT WITH FIRE", forcing us to postpone the first really juicy update for at least a
couple of weeks.

Do not fret, friends, because our January work wasn't all for naught: We have managed, among various Quality of Life
improvements, to finally add the much requested recipe editing in the menu panel!

WOOOOOH! Your new menu will look like this:
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We know you all expected a huge update in these first weeks of February, but at least we had to try to transform some of those
negative feedbacks in a positive and enjoyable experience for everybody.

Want to know about the next update? Well… here’s a second hint:

No, zero Pokémon Go Mechanics. We are working on the City Map, along with a completely revamped customers spawn
system!

Buon appetito!.  Patch 25 - v0.6.2 Changelog:
We uploaded a new patch addressing a couple issues!

Changelog

Tools in use now have proper visual effects

Fixed a minor issue in the Summary panel with Tags not aligned properly.

Fixed a blocking issue related to selling tools in certain moments.

Fixed a rare issue with stuck customers not recovering properly.
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Fixed a major issue preventing players to save if certain characters were used in the name of the recipe.

Influence Points/Popularity ratio is now at 20, as originally intended.

Fixed a missing string in the popup appearing when trying to sell or move an object that's being used.

. Patch 11 - v0.5.3.7 Changelog:
Another patch for Chef, bringing some very important fixes!

Changelog

Fixed a major issue related with bugged recipes not being processed properly, leading some customers to abandon the
place without paying.

Fixed an issue changing the color of objects when moving them.

The Economics Summary Panel is now much more clear, showing additional info on what happened during the day and
the simulated values for the entire week.

Fixed the color of the input field in the Recipe Editor when naming a new recipe.

Custom Recipes now are correctly prepared on the Counter.

Fixed an issue with icons not disappearing if their UI is closed while dragging.

Fixed a rare issue with some tables, preventing waiters to serve some customers.

. Patch 14 - v0.5.3.10 Changelog:
Here's the changelog for today's patch!

Changelog

Budget is reverted to old daily projection, weekly projection will be re-implemented in the future for balance purposes

Improved shader loading to reduce stuttering.

Optimized all materials to reduce the use of video memory

Rebalanced rents to reflect the change in the budget projection.

Rebalanced policies to drive Cheapskates away when spending for marketing

.  Patch 20 - v0.5.4.6 Changelog:
It took some days of work, but a new patch for Chef is finally available! And it's a big one!

We finally reworked the navigation system, meaning that 99% of bugs related to characters stuck somewhere are now gone, and
overally the game looks better and performs better! Just remember to replace all tables and cooking tools when playing on older
save, to avoid minor visual bugs!

Changelog
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Implemented ChefAdvisor comments, allowing the player to know what customers think about the food and the
service. This system will be further expanded in the future to offer more information.

Tables placement now works differently, clearly highlighting the area used by waiters and allowing tables to be
placed near walls or other tables.

Reworked static interaction positions into areas, to prevent stuck people and let both chefs and waiters go idle
around the restaurant and the kitchen.

Implemented a failsafe measure to avoid all possible blocking issue related to characters and their movement.

Reworked all navigation meshes to reduce 3D models interpenetration.

Correctly implemented a waiting area for customers. Waiters will no longer wait for people to come near the door,
customers will now wait to be welcomed near the restaurant's entrance, making the staff much more efficient.

Thanks to the waiting area it is now possible to see how many people would be willing to come into the restaurant.

Fixed minor issues on several tables.

Fixed a few strings.

Improved performances for Restaurant 501, 601, 602.
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